
what if we could

 tailor the knee-prevention for female 

soccer players on an individual level, 

and guide them to a physique that can 

support them?



00. Introduction

It´s important to consider all the risks that the players 

are exposed to and have a holistic view on the matter. 

The conclusions from my sponsor and looking 

through research in the area I came to the conclusion 

that surface and shoes have minimal consequences 

and are not an area of interest for me in this project..1

INTRODUCTION

00
1http://www.sportsmedres.org/2012/10/playing-surface-influences-football-injuries.html
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1.http://www.motionanalysis.com/pdf/2004_mclean.pdf

2. https://pure.ltu.se/ws/files/102972880/LTU-EX-2015-102938876.pdf

A female football players moves 

up in an earlier then a male to play 

for the first team. Often as early as 

15 and their bodies have changed 

in growth and muscles have not 

adapted with it. 

A typically, ACL injury occurs as a 

result of a non contact episode, 

during the landing or stance phase 

of “high risk” sporting postures such 

as sidestepping.  These movements 

are key offensive strategies in sports 

such as football and commonly 

incorporate a sudden deceleration 

phase on impact, accompanied by 

a rapid speed and/or directional 

change to evade an oncoming de-

fensive opponents

FOCUS GROUP

00. INTRODUCTION

“Knee injuries in football 
are three to five times 
more common in girls 
than boys”2

00. INTRODUCTION



- Existing solutions only gives directions or 

actions and recommendations. There is no 

result or knowledge of improvement. This 

can lead to that the exercises are not per-

formed or done correctly.

- Rehabilitation take roughly 9 months (17% 

have reached the physical requirements), 

- During rehabilitations there are a lot of 

pressure of coming back to the team too 

early.

- The feeling of being left out from the rest 

of the team when you have to do rehab by 

your self.

- Finding motivation to do the exercises.

- To over train during rehab and not rest.

- Pressure from coach and club

- Fear of ending up in the same situa-

tion again.

- Knowing if the player “feels“ ready.

PreveNtion

REHABILITATION

AFTER INJURY

00. INTRODUCTION

The project aim is to look 

at the course of 

prevention of knee injuries 

and how 

they are rehabilitated

00. INTRODUCTION



COLLABORATION PARTNER

00. INTRODUCTION

the world’s leading specialists 
in wounds, including surgery 
on and treated Zlatan and foot-
ball players from the English 
Premier League. They preform 
roughly 200 operations on ACL 
per year and also provide the 
players with rehabilitation.

Using their knowledge to get 
the project into the right direc-
tion and how there could be 
a smoother path from them 
meeting an athlete and let-
ting them go after a course of 
treatment.
 

00. INTRODUCTION

“YOU WILL UNDERGO A JOURNEY 
AND WHEN IT IS FINISHED, 

ANOTHER JOURNEY WILL START 
THAT IS MUCH HARDER”

-Per Lindholm, Physician at Sports Medicine ,
Physician to the Swedish national skiing team
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RESEARCH
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The player do most of the rehabilitation them self but 

with directives from the physiotherapist in this case 

employees of Sports medicine. The insurance is paid 

and handle by the club/organization that the player 

attend, and they make the connection with Sports 

Medicine.

The club/organization gets national directives for 

prevention of knee injuries and is reinforced by the 

physiotherapist on sight if they have one, otherwise 

it´s the coach and the girls them self. 

The whole chain of people that are in contact with the 

prevention / rehabilitation was of the projects interest 

and are there for included in the research.
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03. Attending ACL SUR-
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05. New ACL construct-

ed from a tendon 

from the thigh
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1. http://static1.squarespace.com/static/5160bb45e4b0e13a258812c8
2. http://oregonstate.edu/ua/ncs/archives/2012/apr/knee-injuries-women-linked-motion-nervous-system-
differences

There are several difference between 

how a female and a male body works 

and are built. This difference makes fe-

males more prone to get knee injuries. 

Angle - Female and male bodies have a 

different architecture. The angle from hip 

to knee in a female is much wider than 

a male, this makes the knees weaker in a 

non contact episode. 

Muscle - Men control nerve impulses simi-

lar to individuals trained for explosive mus-

cle usage – like those of a sprinter – while 

the nerve impulses of women are more 

similar to those of an endurance-trained 

athlete, like a distance runner.2  This make 

them weaker when they stop, and do 

side-stepping.

MALE vs FEMALE

00. INTRODUCTION 00. INTRODUCTION



01. RESEARCH

01. Football is played on differ-

ent surfaces such as grass, ar-

tificial grass, indoors, concrete 

and on gravel. there has been 

a lot of studies on if the surface 

can play a roll in injuries but 

It´s important to consider all the risks that the players are exposed 

to and have a holistic view on the matter. 

The conclusions from my sponsor and looking trough research 

in the area I came to the conclusion that surface and shoes have 

minimal consequences and are not an area of interest for me in this 

projects

1http://www.sportsmedres.org/2012/10/playing-surface-
influences-football-injuries.html

there has not been any result that 

can say that it has.

02. There is different variations of 

shoes for different surfaces and 

different spikes for the choice of 

the players.

FACTORS TO CONSIDER

01. RESEARCH
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1http://www.sportsmedres.org/2012/10/playing-surface-influences-football-injuries.html

03. There are different knee- support and protection and it has 

shown result if the player has return from a knee injury but no effect 

on players that have´not had an injury. This has to do with that after 

an ACL injury the nerve paths are slower and the protection gives 

the player a chance to react to the corrections. The protection can 

take up the force that is needed and there is where the players 

muscles kicks in. If one would do a protection that could take up 

the force that are put on the knee the player would not be able to 

play in a normal way.

The healthy players already have a good reaction time, so it´s not 

needed for them in a prevention matter.

01. RESEARCH



STINA
19 YEARS

ACL 
(2011)

RIIKKA
21 YEARS

ACL 
(2013,2014, 2015)

“NOW I CAN SUPPORT OTHER PEO-

PLE THAT END UP IN THE SAME SIT-

UATION, BUT I HAD NO ONE”

“IT IS HARD TO UNDERSTAND 

WHAT YOUR PROGRESS MEANS, IS 

IT ENOUGH FOR NEXT STEP?”



70-80%
non-contact
situations

This is the movements that are the cause of the ACL-injuries that oc-

cur in non-contact situations. Fast turns and moving to the side with is 

something that a lot of sports have in common, like handball, floorball 

and basketball. 

NCAA statistics found that female athletes are 2-8 times more likely to 

sustain an ACL injury playing sports. Several factors are speculated to 

increase risk of ACL injury in females including lower extremity align-

ment (wider pelvis, knee valgus, foot pronation), joint laxity, hamstring 

flexibility, muscle development, hormonal differences, and ACL size.1

http://orthosurg.ucsf.edu/patient-care/divisions/sports-medicine/conditions/knee/anterior-
cruciate-ligament-injury-acl/

Side-steppingStops Pivoting



In an adult knee, the ACL 

prevents forward move-

ment of the tibia. It also 

provides roughly 90% 

of stability in the knee 

joint

The injury is confirmed with a MRI (magnetic resonance 

imaging) and an examination of the knee. 

After this course of treatment it´s determined if it will be 

surgery or physiotherapy if they think that the player have 

enough of muscles to support the knee without the ACL. 

Often the conclusions is to replace the ACL with a new 

ligament  if the knee feels unstable and unreliable. Play-

ing with an unstable knee may damage other ligament 

and meniscus.

To replace the ACL, a ligament from the back thigh is re-

moved and folded twice and are sewed together with a 

thread. New holes are drilled in tibia and femur to attach 

the new ACL in a secure position to let it grow in to the 

bone. 

This procedure takes about 1 hour and 15 min and are 

preformed 300 times/year at Sports Medicine, Umeå  

and 6000 times in Sweden annually.

FIX

http://orthosurg.ucsf.edu/patient-care/divisions/sports-medicine/condi-
tions/knee/anterior-cruciate-ligament-injury-acl/



“You feel alone, 

nobody understand”

A normal recovery takes about 8-9 months, but many 

players stress through a recovery of 6 months, this can 

often lead to another ACL-injury and surgery.

01. Already after e few hours the patient are encouraged 

to start walking around this is to keep the mobility and 

exercising the muscles.

02. The patient/player then get different exercises to 

continue the rehabilitation at home. These are updated 

during the period of rehabilitation and during the visits at 

the physiotherapist. The main focus during the first 4-5 

month are to build up muscles and mobility and rehabili-

tate the back thigh that they took the ligament from.

01. “It’s a positive feeling to have done 

the surgery and you feel that your on 

your way back. But I don´t think I realized 

how hard it would be”

02. “In the beginning you see a lot of 

result in mobility, strength and muscle 

size.” 

“ It´s tough to be on the side of the field 

you feel left out and that your not part 

of the team anymore. Nobody under-

stands what your going through and you 

don´t have anyone to talk to. You feel like 

you have let your team down.” 

“ You get bored and you don´t see as 

much result during the end of month 

4-5, this affects the motivation to do the 

exercises”

THE WAY BACKplayer’s 
voice



01. RESEARCH

“I DONT KNOW IF IM 

READY”

03. This is the time when the patient/player starts jog-

ging but still continue with strengthening exercise for the 

surrounding muscles to stabilize the knee.

04.  After 7-8 month the player gets to do a strength test 

that determines how strong and well balanced the mus-

cles in the thighs front/back and compares the right and 

left leg with each other. The player needs to reach up to 

different levels depending on the sport.

If the player have good result they can start participate 

on the field more and more. 

05. 8-9 month, this is the time that the player needs to 

work on the speed in movement and generate new nerve 

that will support the potential movements that the player 

will be exposed to.

06. Time to get back out on the field and start getting an 

endurance. This will support the muscles to be able to 

react when it´s needed and not get injured because of 

tiredness in head on muscles.

03. “This is a goal that i have been look-

ing forward to” 

“I feel fine, i don´t understand why I need 

to be careful”

04. “I had no clue that this was impor-

tant, or that I´m that much weaker in my 

left leg” 

“Now i know what to focus on”

05. “I feel alright in my body, but I´m still 

afraid of ending up in the same position” 

“I feel pressured to get back out on the 

field, maybe this is the last chance for 

me”

“My team needs me, but I don´t know if 

Im ready”

06. “I don´t feel ready for 90 minuts, 

maybe 45 or 20?”



02. FOCUS 02. FOCUS

HIGH / LOW EXERCISE



01. RESEARCH 01. RESEARCH

RECOVERY
A normal recovery takes about 8-9 months, 

but many players do the recovery in 6 

months, this can often lead to another ACL-

injury and surgery.

00. PREVENTION Rehabilitation 9 months
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02. FOCUS

FOCUS
02

02. focus

Finding the main angle in the project, and see what 

the solution should deliver to the user. By mapping 

out the researched material, I could see a big win if all 

the players would be seen as in need of rehabilitation.  

The root problem in why the players get hurt in non-

contact situation is that they are unbalanced in mus-

cles or don´t have enough capacity in the muscles.

The limits which the players should reach and how 

well balanced they are in muscle capacity is not 

known for the players, therefor not “treated”.



02. FOCUS

GOALS FOR THE

USERS
pLAYER

The user expressed a concern of not  knowing if 

they´re ready to play or next step in rehabilitation. 

They also saw a lack of motivation when they don´t 

see result. The motivation was high when the player 

had a goal to reach during rehabilitation. 

PHYSIOTHERAPIST

They expressed a concern for the player getting out 

on the field without  knowing if they have reach the 

requirements.

They also saw a big gap between the rehabilitation 

and game time. This gap needs to be filled with ex-

ercise that will improve the reaction time during fast 

feet movements and side ways movements.  

CLUB

Seeing when a player is ready and see that the work-

out reflects that.  



IDEATION
03

03. IDEATION

03. IdEATION

In the beginning of the ideation I started looking at 

signs that could show that the players where not up 

to the limits that they should in training. This is some-

thing that has not been done in the past, and the us-

ers had expressed a wish for.

Due to the economical problems in female football 

teams this could maybe make them to look at cheap-

er solutions, and make them see the winning of look-

ing at signs before the accident happen. 



03. IDEATION 03. IDEATION

WORKSHOP - ACT & REACT 

The workshop was done to get new input wth the 

information that I had gathered during the research. 

I painted the picture of the journey that the players 

do today and they got tools to support them and 

evaluated the implications of the solution. 

The main outcome was that they need something 

that will give them result during or after a workout. 

This can get them to change their workout to fit 

their needs better. 



03. IDEATION 03. IDEATION

Testing 

I tested different ways of getting warnings and see 

signs of tiredness and weaknesses. Some times in 

physical prototypes and some with building up sce-

narios with the players to see how they would react. 

The main outcome was that they would want to 

see after the workout what they have achieved 

and then react for future games or workouts. 

They strongly said that they thought it would be 

hard to react while being on the field while play-

ing fotball and that it could be distracting or they 

would not care or notice while being out on the 

field.  



03. IDEATION 03. IDEATION

Evaluation

I therefor put together the main components of what 

en when the solution would interfear/act during the 

journey.

Player

- The measurements and registrations would be 

done during three areas of interest strength, en-

durance and reaction time.

- The players will be pushed in to do workouts in 

the different areas.

-  The user will see results and set goals that are 

mandatory for their sports, age and gender.

Physiotherapist

- Will get a 0-point measurement when an injury 

occurs, that means that they will know what shape 

the was in before the injury and therefore give a 

better plan for the players upcoming physiother-

apy.

Club/Coach

- They can see the condition of a player / team to 

see if they are ready for a good recruitment.



05. IDEATION

05. Result

Meeting the requirements of the users and making 

something that will educate and make the user see 

the result and motivate for all the challenges they will 

meet. In rehab or looking to preventing the body for 

knee injuries. 

RESULT
04



GOALS FOR THE

USERS
The result will allow the player to get control over 

their body and training and be able to see what im-

pact their rehabilitation and prevention will give and 

see if they need to but in some extra effort in some 

areas.

 

It will also assure them if they are ready and motivate 

them to reach goals in the process of rehabilitation 

and prevention. This solution will follow the player 

though their career and help them stay healthy.

05. RESULT 05. RESULT



05. RESULT 05. RESULT

surface EMG

This method will measure the electrical im-

pulses in a muscle and can detect, nerve dam-

ages and change in response during a duration 

(tiredness)

The impulses are measured between two points 

and can then be compared between previous 

workouts or see a change during a workout

The sensor is measuring the electrical impulse 

between 2 points in the muscle, Therefor you 

can see a change in speed during workout 

(tiredness) 

4 sensors, that measures 2 

of the biggest muscles on 

the thighs. This will show 

the status of front and 

back, left and right leg. 

These are controlling 80 % 

of the stabilization of the 

ACL. 

MEASURING POINTS

t



05. RESULT 05. RESULT

CHARGING STATIOIN/CASING



pLAYER

The user expressed a concern of not  knowing if they´re 

ready to play or next step in rehabilitation. They also 

saw a lack of motivation when they don´t see result. The 

motiva

05. RESULT 05. RESULT

CHARGING PINS

EMG PINS

SUPPORTING APPLICATION



05. RESULT 05. RESULT

PLACING SENSORS IN POCKETS



05. RESULT 05. RESULT

4 MEASURING POINTS

Front / Back thigh

MANUAL INPUT
For reaching strength 
goals and even strength



05. RESULT 05. RESULT

MEASURE AUTOMATICALLY
Out on the f ield,  see result 
and reach requirments



MEASURE AUTOMATICALLY
See improvments in 
reactiont ime

05. RESULT 05. RESULT
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See results, reach goals and be guided to a better physique

05. RESULT 05. RESULT



05. RESULT 05. RESULT

Reflection

To tackle a problem that has been hassling female football players for decades and has been 

researched upon and “fixed” several times with special workouts has not been easy. 

My journey started with my self playing and seeing how many people that got their dreams 

crushed by knee injuries and later on effecting their personal life. 

We needed to do something different and after my research, reading, interviews and watch-

ing the players on the field I came to the same conclusions that have been stated in the late´s 

research. We need something that is tailored to the individual. But why have this not been done 

before? I talked to the organizations and the physiotherapists that worked with this kind of injuries 

and the problem always led back to money. 

During my thesis this has been the biggest obstacle, so I had to make them see other options 

then more working hours for the physiotherapist, by looking at the player them self seeing the 

information and why they need it. Making the clubs see the cost of not implementing a new solu-

tions, see how much money they could save with having healthy players and that education to 

the players could give them an option that dos not cost money but an investment for the future, 

That they need to focus on a younger generation for the implementations.

The players want to be healthy and feel motivation through the process. 

Testing and evaluation through the thesis has been hard and this is also because it´s a sports/

medical project. The answer is always the same for the medical world, “have you see any re-

search for this”

So I focused on making the unseen, seen and by follow the restrictions and recommendations 

for the rehabilitations and giving the user control and an insights to their workouts. This gave the 

physiotherapist a good insight in the players background and will therefor make a better reha-

bilitation for the player. The ripples of the potential solution could be big and my collaborations 

partner was happy. 

But finaly the outcome was just to show the play-

ers what effect the workout had and what they as 

an individual need to do to reach up to the required 

status in their sports. 



OVERVIEW
20 Week project
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29. Tutoring
01. Building on concept, Finding flawes
02. Workshop, Testing, Finding flawes
03 Testing, Documenting, Presentation prep
04. Preperation

07. Prototyping, Photos
08. Presentation Preperation
09. Plan vision
10.-11. Presentation and Toturing

IDEATION
USER TEST / VALIDATION

ANDERS SMITH
29.02.16

ANDERS SMITH
11.03.16

CONCEPT PRES.
10.03.16

DESIGN BRIEF
15.02.16

15         22     29   07   14    21    
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15. Brief
16. Collecting current ideas, Ideating on problem / opportunities
     Research
17. Categorising ideas, Sketching concepts
18. Building concepts, Visualizing, Matching with the Goal & Wish

22. Evaluating
23. Concept videos
 

28. Final Cad done, Presentation
     Concept parts, Business model, Graphic
29. Video photo planing, What do i need?
30. Design Talk Planing, What do i need?
31. Poster, UID page conecept explanation

04. Presentation, Validation of final concept.
05. Final Cad send, Report
06. Gnuggisar, Heat print
07.Story telling
08. Information for the user

11. Protype Information
12. Book Filming, 
13. Render Color, Report
14. Prototype for final testion
15. Rendering

18. Toturing
19.Building final Model
20. Model painting
21. Assambeling
22. 

14. Plan modeling, Talk to workshop guys, 
 Visualize final concept
16. CAD/Order material
17. Book machine
18. Test run with printed

21. Business model
22. Info, graphic test, mockup

FINAL DESIGN
VISULIZE/ 3D MODELING

ANDERS SMITH
05.04.16 ANDERS SMITH

18.04.16
DIRECTION PRES.
04.04.16

28    04    11    18    

13 14 15 16
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WRAP UP
VIDEO / PRESENTATION / REPORT
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EXAMINATION
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REPORT
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02.06.16

PREL. REPORT
06.05.16
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25. Filming, photo
26.
27. Editing
28.Prep toturing, Report

02. Toturing
03. Report
04. Order last things for DT´16

09. Renderings for poster
10. Report
11.Video Editing
12. Presentation
13.

23. Prep 3,5 MIN 
24. Video Editing for DT´16
25.-27. Poster

16. Presentation, Final Model
17.-18. DAYS OFF
19.-20 D DAY

20


